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Let’s start you off with a real example you can follow all the way through.

1. Define your company. Blue Steele Solutions is a branding and messaging firm.

2. What value does your business provide for its customers? We help customers 
more effectively communicate the value of what they do to prospects.

3. Who does your company help? Who are your target customers? Businesses 
who struggle to communicate their value and who need help describing that 
value through content and design in a way that moves customers to action.

4. What do you help these people accomplish? What problems do you solve? 
We guide firms through building a new brand or revamping an old one, with 
communication of value at the core of the process. We provide the content, 
design, and website resources they need to reach their branding goals.

5. Why was the business formed in the first place? Because we hated watching 
business owners with good ideas fail and feel terrible because they couldn’t 
clearly communicate the value they provided.

Answer Some Key Questions About Your Business

How It Works—The Making of the Blue Steele 
Solutions Battle Cry

How to Write an Elevator Pitch 
You’ll Actually Want to Share
Elevator pitches are awesome when they work and worse than week-old 

tacos when they don’t.

Creating a clear statement that inspires your customers and communicates 

your value is something most businesses struggle with.

Without that statement, all the hard work in the world can fall flat—potential 
customers just don’t get why they should talk to you in the first place.

The process of creating a clear elevator pitch starts by creating its core—your 
Battle Cry. The passion behind your business needs to shine through if you 

want prospects to respond to your elevator pitch. This worksheet helps you 

tease out the passion, clarify the value you offer, and combine that into a 
simple statement.
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We hammered on that rough statement with a little editing and 
rewording, and the result was a snazzy little statement that more 
effectively communicates the value we provide.

Remove the numbers, and we’re done! Presto!

Put Those Answers on the Anvil 
and Hammer Away

”

Our Battle Cry:

1 Blue Steele Solutions, a branding firm and messaging firm    2 that 

helps businesses more effectively communicate the value of what they do 

to prospects  3 was started to help businesses who struggle to 

communicate their value and inspire customers to take action.  4 We 

guide firms through the process of defining that value and discovering 

how best to communicate it to their customers through content, design, 

print, and website resources  5 because we hated watching business 

owners with good ideas fail and feel terrible when they couldn’t clearly 

communicate the value they provided.

“
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Ready (You Badass Warrior You)?  
Time to Craft Your Battle Cry 

1. Answer the following questions as simply but thoroughly as you can—feel free to refer back 
to our answers above if you get stuck.

3. Put that series of phrases on the anvil and bang on it until it takes a shape you like—
remove excess words and repeated subjects, replace boring verbs with more dynamic 
ones you find in the thesaurus. Smooth it all over by adding commas. Rewrite it here.

5. Write a final version here that you could imagine yourself saying to the next person 
who asks, “What does your company do?” It’s OK if you’re not quite there yet—repeat 
as necessary.

4. Read it aloud to yourself several times.

Define your company. 

What value does your business provide for its customers?

Who does your company help? Who are your target customers?

What do you help these people accomplish? (This question is critical. It’s about them, not about you.)

Why was the business formed in the first place?

2. Splice your sentences together end to end.
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Conversion Time— 
From Battle Cry to Elevator Pitch

1. Focuses on the listener (your target customers) and what you can  
do for them

2. Clarifies and addresses the problems that your customers have  
(especially the ones you solve)

3. Explains why you (the firm) are so focused on solving those problems  
on a philosophical or emotional level (your beliefs)

4. Guides them down the path to success, showing your customers how you 
will guide them to the success they dream of (which may be more than 
just solving the problem)

5. Tells them how to get started (the call to action)

Here’s what it looks like in practice:
“Do you ever struggle to communicate what you do and why you’re 
awesome to potential customers? Most businesses do—we give 
you the tools you need to effectively communicate your value in a 
way that intrigues potential customers and entices them to take 
action.

“We are a branding and messaging firm that helps businesses 
more effectively communicate the value of what they do to 
prospects. We guide firms through the process of defining 
that value and discovering how best to communicate it to their 
customers through content, design, print, and website resources.

“Branding and messaging are our specialty. We believe that the 
way your business sounds, looks, and feels are critical to success. 
We’ll show you how to inspire customers, create raving fans, and 
feel confident about all your other marketing efforts. When we’re 
done, you’ll know you look and sound like a pro.

“If you’re ready to bring on the communications experts who will 
show you exactly how to build the brand you’ve always dreamed of 
(and even help build it for you), then schedule a consultation with 
Blue Steele Solutions today. We’d love to talk to you about how we 
can make your dreams a reality (as long as you feed us tacos).”
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First, write your five elements listed above 
(Yes, you have to start now. No, we can’t “taco ’bout it”).

Now, write your pitch! We believe in you!

PS: If writing awesome elevator pitches is something you need help with, we’d love to tell 
you about our content writing services—all as part of a branding package of course.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Time to Take the Training Wheels off  
Warrior—Write Your Pitch
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Where to Use Your Kickass New 
Elevator Pitch

What to Do Next (Duh, Contact Us)
You knew it was coming.

If writing just ain’t your thang, talk to us. Let’s get an invite on the calendar, some 
tacos ordered, and chat about how we can help you with your (re)branding dreams.

Visit Blue Steele Solutions to get started.

If your elevator pitch feels shiny and snazzy and ready to be 
thrown into the wide world, awesome, that means you’re doing 
something right.

Here are a few ways to make the most out of 
your elevator pitch. It can be:

 S Your 30-second introduction that hooks potential 
customers

 S The greatest starter kit ever for writing an effective About 

Us website page

 S The footer on every email produced by your business that 

guarantees nobody will ever delete that communication, 
saying, “I have no idea who they were or what that was all 
about”

 S A catchy social media bio that will demand your potential 

customers’ attention and inspire them to take a serious 

look at your page

 S The line that makes networking events so effective (and so 
effortless) that the entire room lines up to trade business 

cards


